2008 isuzu i370

This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Compare 3 i trims and trim families below to see
the differences in prices and features. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we
keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for
you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we
promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog.
Trim Family Comparison. LS View 3 Trims. Features 3. LS 4x2 Crew Cab 5 ft. LS 4x4 Crew Cab 5
ft. Compare the i with Similar Vehicles Isuzu i Toyota Tacoma. Chevrolet Colorado. Research
Another Vehicle. LS 4x2 Extended Cab 6 ft. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. But it remains outclassed in
power, interior room and overall fit and finish by newer and stronger offerings from the leaders
in its segment. They still make those? Well, yes, Isuzu models are still for sale, but they are
essentially rebadged General Motors models and not exactly the best ones either. To help
differentiate its truck, Isuzu gives the i-Series slightly tweaked styling -- including a distinctive,
in-your-face chrome grille and Isuzu-badged wheels -- as well as minor interior fabric and trim
variations. The Isuzu i-Series is available in two basic versions with distinct body style options:
the extended-cab-only i pickup with four-cylinder power and rear-wheel drive, and the i with a
significantly more powerful five-cylinder engine. The i is also available with an extended cab or
crew cab body, and rear-wheel or four-wheel drive crew cab only. On paper, the i-Series offers
most of the right stuff to satisfy a majority of small truck shoppers. In reality, though, it feels
cut-rate at nearly every touch point, even in a class of vehicles where functionality and value
come before upscale appointments. The doors are lightweight and hollow-sounding when shut,
and after you slide behind the wheel its compromised dash design, subpar upholstery and
fit-and-finish quality are plainly evident. On the road, both i-Series models ride and handle well
enough and offer adequate power and responsiveness, but both still lag behind their V6- and
V8-powered competition when extra oomph is needed. The Isuzu i and i appeal mostly as
reasonably priced value buys or decently engineered GM spin-offs. For most buyers in this
segment, we suggest sticking with a top compact or midsize pickup such as the Nissan Frontier
or Toyota Tacoma. The Isuzu i-Series is a compact pickup truck available in i and i models -- the
numbers refer to engine displacement. An extended cab and 6-foot bed is available with both
models, while a crew cab body style with a 5-foot bed is available with the i only. The i comes in
one trim level with standard equipment that includes air-conditioning, cruise control, a vinyl
split bench seat and not much else. These items are standard on the i, along with foglamps, a
sliding rear window, front bucket seats, center console, full power accessories, keyless entry,
leather-wrapped steering wheel and an upgraded six-speaker stereo system. Available on the i
crew cab is the Limited Package, which adds leather upholstery, power and heated front seats,
an in-dash six-CD changer and an auto-dimming rearview mirror with a compass. The Isuzu i is
powered by a 2. Power is sent to the rear wheels via a five-speed manual transmission. A
four-speed automatic is optional. The Isuzu i features a 3. The four-speed automatic is standard.
Crew cabs can also be outfitted with four-wheel drive. The 4WD i can tow 5, pounds when
properly equipped. All Isuzu i-Series come with four-wheel antilock brakes, while traction
control is optional on the i extended cab and standard on the two-wheel-drive i crew cab.
Side-curtain airbags are optional on the i extended cab and standard on the crew cab. In
government crash tests, the i earned a top five-star rating for both driver and front passenger
protection in frontal-impact testing. In the side impact test, the truck earned four stars for front
passenger protection and five stars for rear passenger protection. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety testing, the i received a "Good" rating the highest possible in frontal offset
collision testing. On the road, the Isuzu i and i feel like their GM relatives, offering a solid
presence, reasonably refined though modest power, a well-cushioned ride and surprising
agility. The engines deliver adequate, efficient power that's fine for simply getting around -- just
don't expect much in the way of surplus grunt or top-end power. Shifts from the four-speed
automatic are firm and timely, though, and the throws of the i's five-speed manual gearbox are
among the best we've found in a smaller truck. We find the i's suspension tuning to be on the
soft side, and the i's ride just a bit less so -- but both trucks handle and steer surprisingly well
and rate above average compared with their peers. Trucks may have gotten more
accommodating in recent years, but don't expect anything extra-fancy inside the Isuzu i-Series.
The quality of materials ranges downward from acceptable to below average, and build quality

is spotty, too. On a brighter note, large and simple climate and stereo controls make
adjustments a snap and help the interior feel familiar as soon as you climb in. Extended-cab
models feature small reverse-opening rear doors on both sides for access to the back, and two
tiny, don't-even-think-about-it jump seats inside. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Isuzu i-Series. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Isuzu lease specials Check out Isuzu i-Series lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. No V6 or V8 engine option, unimpressive tow ratings, tight quarters,
below-average build and materials quality inside. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Isuzu i-Series compact pickup
has minor feature availability adjustments. The i LS trim level has also been eliminated. Read
more. Write a review See all 5 reviews. Quite a Spartan little truck, though I was surprised by the
I's peppy performance. Much better than my 2. Mileage was better, too. It handles very well on
the road with the exception of body roll on tight turns and has a wider than expected turning
radius. Visibility is very good and gives the feeling of zero blind spots. All of the controls are
easily manipulated and ergonomically placed, plus the instrument panel is logically laid out. The
vinyl seat of the base model leaves much to be desired. Base model appointments are very base
model and make the Ranger XL feel almost plush. Mine has been in for a front-end rattle which
will require multiple visits. Read less. My first miles, all city, got I can't wait to try a distance trip.
The little booster seats in the back have wonderful hooks for the child car seat and are safe. The
windows are perfect for viewing all around. My little girl loves that she has a back seat speaker
for the radio, and a window just the right height to be able to see. The heater does not blast me
on the foot as some vehicles do and have louvers that really close. I am long legged and this
little truck gives me plenty of leg room. That is a major plus. Driving it up the mountain to the
top of the Sandia's was no problem even though there was plenty of snow and ice to deal with.
A plus so far. I bought my I with just 20 miles on it. Recently I finally turned over the 36, mile
mark so thought it was appropriate to write a 36, mile review. Bought the truck in phoenix, and
have had it while I lived there handled the heat extremes well I moved to Wyoming for awhile
and gave it a degree f winter, and popped the radiator at 12, miles. I was displeased that the
vehicle could not be serviced at the local gm dealer and had to be towed miles away to an isuzu
dealer, and i was stuck having to figure a way to go get it when it was fixed. Other than that this
truck has been reliable. The tire sensors are a bit touchy when the weather gets cold. Best Small
Truck On the Road! This truck is all it is made out to be. It has a very powerful motor that will
easily give you 24 mpg. Sometimes up to 28 mpg. The 19 gallon tank will get you anywhere from
to miles. The tire pressure monitoring system is very sensitive. On a cold day it will read "low
pressure". See all 5 reviews of the Used Isuzu i-Series. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the i-Series. Sign Up. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. It is not for sale. It works well
considering its age and mileage. Like everything else, stuff needs to be replaced from time to
time. We've never had to have transmission work done. Current mileage Vehicle handles well.
Gas mileage is decent. Only concern is in order to do you own maintenance, you need to deal
with a lot of hassles. For example, the oil filter is right above the front axle, so Current mileage
is about , It is black. It has a tonneau cover. For example, the oil filter is right above the front
axle, so you need to turn and slide your ratchet to take the filter off at just the right angle. The
Isuzu i has an average owner rating of 4. The Isuzu i is rated 2. Change Year. Used Fair Market
Range Zip. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert
Review. For Sale Near Me. Isuzu i Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner
Reviews. This small truck works for me. Read More. Basic review on Isuzu I George S wrote on
September 19, Conrad Y wrote on September 19, See All Reviews 2. Interior Features. Exterior
Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. You'll Like The Isuzu i If

Owner's Choice. Expert Rating: 2. Combined MPG: Road Test Video Reviews. See all Safety
Features. Top Rated Trucks. Best Pickup Trucks. Best Trucks for the money. Best Trucks for
gas mileage. Best Sport Utility. Browse By Category. Small Cars. But it remains outclassed in
power, interior room and overall fit and finish by newer and stronger offerings from the leaders
in its segment. They still make those? Well, yes, Isuzu models are still for sale, but they are
essentially rebadged General Motors models and not exactly the best ones either. To help
differentiate its truck, Isuzu gives the i-Series slightly tweaked styling -- including a distinctive,
in-your-face chrome grille and Isuzu-badged wheels -- as well as minor interior fabric and trim
variations. The Isuzu i-Series is available in two basic versions with distinct body style options:
the extended-cab-only i pickup with four-cylinder power and rear-wheel drive, and the i with a
significantly more powerful five-cylinder engine. The i is also available with an extended cab or
crew cab body, and rear-wheel or four-wheel drive crew cab only. On paper, the i-Series offers
most of the right stuff to satisfy a majority of small truck shoppers. In reality, though, it feels
cut-rate at nearly every touch point, even in a class of vehicles where functionality and value
come before upscale appointments. The doors are lightweight and hollow-sounding when shut,
and after you slide behind the wheel its compromised dash design, subpar upholstery and
fit-and-finish quality are plainly evident. On the road, both i-Series models ride and handle well
enough and offer adequate power and responsiveness, but both still lag behind their V6- and
V8-powered competition when extra oomph is needed. The Isuzu i and i appeal mostly as
reasonably priced value buys or decently engineered GM spin-offs. For most buyers in this
segment, we suggest sticking with a top compact or midsize pickup such as the Nissan Frontier
or Toyota Tacoma. The Isuzu i-Series is a compact pickup truck available in i and i models -- the
numbers refer to engine displacement. An extended cab and 6-foot bed is available with both
models, while a crew cab body style with a 5-foot bed is available with the i only. The i comes in
one trim level with standard equipment that includes air-conditioning, cruise control, a vinyl
split bench seat and not much else. These items are standard on the i, along with foglamps, a
sliding rear window, front bucket seats, center console, full power accessories, keyless entry,
leather-wrapped steering wheel and an upgraded six-speaker stereo system. Available on the i
crew cab is the Limited Package, which adds leather upholstery, power and heated front seats,
an in-dash six-CD changer and an auto-dimming rearview mirror with a compass. The Isuzu i is
powered by a 2. Power is sent to the rear wheels via a five-speed manual transmission. A
four-speed automatic is optional. The Isuzu i features a 3. The four-speed automatic is standard.
Crew cabs can also be outfitted with four-wheel drive. The 4WD i can tow 5, pounds when
properly equipped. All Isuzu i-Series come with four-wheel antilock brakes, while traction
control is optional on the i extended cab and standard on the two-wheel-drive i crew cab.
Side-curtain airbags are optional on the i extended cab and standard on the crew cab. In
government crash tests, the i earned a top five-star rating for both driver and front passenger
protection in frontal-impact testing. In the side impact test, the truck earned four stars for front
passenger protection and five stars for rear passenger protection. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety testing, the i received a "Good" rating the highest possible in frontal offset
collision testing. On the road, the Isuzu i and i feel like their GM relatives, offering a solid
presence, reasonably refined though modest power, a well-cushioned ride and surprising
agility. The engines deliver adequate, efficient power that's fine for simply getting around -- just
don't expect much in the way of surplus grunt or top-end power. Shifts from the four-speed
automatic are firm and timely, though, and the throws of the i's five-speed manual gearbox are
among the best we've found in a smaller truck. We find the i's suspension tuning to be on the
soft side, and the i's ride just a bit less so -- but both trucks handle and steer surprisingly well
and rate above average compared with their peers. Trucks may have gotten more
accommodating in recent years, but don't expect anything extra-fancy inside the Isuzu i-Series.
The quality of materials ranges downward from acceptable to below average, and build quality
is spotty, too. On a brighter note, large and simple climate and stereo controls make
adjustments a snap and help the interior feel familiar as soon as you climb in. Extended-cab
models feature small reverse-opening rear doors on both sides for access to the back, and two
tiny, don't-even-think-about-it jump seats inside. Quite a Spartan little truck, though I was
surprised by the I's peppy performance. Much better than my 2. Mileage was better, too. It
handles very well on the road with the exception of body roll on tight turns and has a wider than
expected turning radius. Visibility is very good and gives the feeling of zero blind spots. All of
the controls are easily manipulated and ergonomically placed, plus the instrument panel is
logically laid out. The vinyl seat of the base model leaves much to be desired. Base model
appointments are very base model and make the Ranger XL feel almost plush. Mine has been in
for a front-end rattle which will require multiple visits. My first miles, all city, got I can't wait to
try a distance trip. The little booster seats in the back have wonderful hooks for the child car

seat and are safe. The windows are perfect for viewing all around. My little girl loves that she
has a back seat speaker for the radio, and a window just the right height to be able to see. The
heater does not blast me on the foot as some vehicles do and have louvers that really close. I
am long legged and this little truck gives me plenty of leg room. That is a major plus. Driving it
up the mountain to the top of the Sandia's was no problem even though there was plenty of
snow and ice to deal with. A plus so far. I bought my I with just 20 miles on it. Recently I finally
turned over the 36, mile mark so thought it was appropriate to write a 36, mile review. Bought
the truck in phoenix, and have had it while I lived there handled the heat extremes well I moved
to Wyoming for awhile and gave it a degree f winter, and popped the radiator at 12, miles. I was
displeased that the vehicle could not be serviced at the local gm dealer and had to be towed
miles away to an isuzu dealer, and i was stuck having to figure a way to go get it when it was
fixed. Other than that this truck has been reliable. The tire sensors are a bit touchy when the
weather gets cold. This truck is all it is made out to be. It has a very powerful motor that will
easily give you 24 mpg. Sometimes up to 28 mpg. The 19 gallon tank will get you anywhere from
to miles. The tire pressure monitoring system is very sensitive. On a cold day it will read "low
pressure". Write a review. See all 5 reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Isuzu i-Series and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the i-Series 5. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the i-Series. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Isuzu i-Series and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the i-Series featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Isuzu i-Series. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Isuzu Isuzu i-Series. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. No V6 or V8 engine option, unimpressive tow ratings, tight quarters,
below-average build and materials quality inside. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. The Isuzu i-Series compact pickup has minor feature availability adjustments.
The i LS trim level has also been eliminated. Sponsored cars related to the i-Series. Most helpful
consumer reviews 4. The Edmunds experts tested the i-Series both on the road and at the track.
You probably care about Isuzu i-Series fuel economy, so it's important to know that the i-Series
gets an EPA-estimated 18 mpg to 20 mpg, depending on the configuration. And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Isuzu i-Series is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the i-Series. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the i-Series's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Isuzu i-Series is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether

the i-Series is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our
expert testing team Learn more. If you're interested in the Isuzu i-Series, the next question is,
which i-Series model is right for you? What do people think of the Isuzu i-Series? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Isuzu i-Series and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written
by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Isuzu i-Series? Which Isuzu i-Serieses are available in my area? Can't find a new Isuzu i-Seriess
you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a
Isuzu i-Series? Check out Isuzu lease specials. Sign Up. Find parts and accessories , add or
update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your
Garage. The i is only available with rear-wheel drive, and as an extended cab. It packs an inline
four-cylinder engine under the hood that makes horsepower at 5, rpm and puts out lb-ft of
torque at only 2, rpm. Both a five-speed manual and a four-speed automatic transmission are
available. Like its big brother, the i, the i is rated for a payload of just over 1, pounds. The i has a
3. This helps it to achieve horsepower at 5, rpm, and make an identical figure for its torque
rating. This model only comes with a four-speed automatic, but there is a choice of body style.
The four-door crew cab has a The extended cab gets a longer, Both of these body styles are
rated to tow 5, pounds. The S has a three-passenger bench seat, while the Preferred Equipment
Package gets bucket seats and a floor console. The i is offered in the LS trim only. The i has
intermittent wipers, a bed light, air conditioning, power door locks, power front windows and a
locking tailgate. Failed to get data, please try again. Displacement 3. Height Front Head Room
in. Data Unavailable Third Hip Room in. Data Unavailable Third Leg Room in. Data Unavailable
Third Shoulder Room in. Cab to Axle in. Data Unavailable Frame Height in. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a
problem completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main content. Your selected
color may not be shown. Be the first to write a review. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party
Value. Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Trim: i LS i LS. Color: Arctic White. Own This
Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added to your garage.
Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again. See your vehicle in
Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View and update vehicle
info. Close this window View Garage. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to
the configuration and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the engine to
the drive wheels. Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive,
four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure
the power of engines. Wheelbase refers to the distance in inches between the front and rear
axles of a vehicle. Example: the Chevrolet Silverado LT Crew Cab is available in a number of
different wheelbase configurations: ", ", Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again
later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the
vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as
"Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in
the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is
known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading
the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. About This Vehicle. Model strengths: Value
pricing; General Motors dependability; compact size. Model changes: For , the Isuzu i pickup
has increased towing capacity to 2, pounds and the i's tow rating moves up to 5, pounds. The i
now comes with a sliding rear window, and both models add Cool Slate Metallic to the color
chart. Model value: The Isuzu brand continues to be a leader in value. Two engine choices,
front- and rear-wheel drive, and both extended and crew cab body styles mean Isuzu's i-Series
has broad appeal. It is distinctively styled and sports a heavy-duty suspension that can handle
real-world pickup applications. The drivetrain warranty bests most other competitors, as well, at
seven years or 75, miles. Like most pickups, there are plenty of options to choose from in order
to create the vehicle best suited to your needs. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please
try your search again later. Typical questions asked about products:. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. No
customer reviews. Photos Previous page. Next page. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Transmission
The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Seating The number of
people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the power of engines. Wheel Base

Wheelbase refers to the distance in inches between the front and rear axles of a vehicle.
Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range.
Want to compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. Rear Wheel Drive. Power Steering
Adjustable Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s. Variable Speed Intermittent Wipers. Aluminum
Wheels. Cruise Control Power Windows. Power Outlet. EPA Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity.
Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering Type. Gas I5. Trans Description Cont.
Suspension Type - Front. Coil Spring. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type - Rear.
Leaf Spring. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS
System. Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door
Type. Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft. Gross Vehicle Weight Rating Cap lbs. Curb
Weight - Front lbs. Curb Weight - Rear lbs. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel
Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt
Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in. Front Shoulder Room in.
Second Head Room in. Second Hip Roo
peugeot 2008 manual
buick regal 1992
1987 chevy silverado specs
m in. Second Leg Room in. Second Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in.
Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder Room in. Cab to End of Frame in. Frame Height in. Ground
Clearance. Ground to Top of Frame in. Ground to Top of Load Floor in. Maximum Trailering
Capacity lbs. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

